Abstract-The past few years have witnessed a tremendous development in power-line communications (PLCs) for the realization of smart grids. Since power lines were not originally intended for conveying high-frequency signals, any communication over these lines would be exposed to severe adversarial factors, such as interference, impulsive, and phase noise. This elucidates the importance of employing robust modulation techniques and motivates research in this direction. Indeed, the aim of this brief is to propose a differential chaos shift keying (DCSK) modulation scheme as a potential candidate for smart grid communication networks. This DCSK class of noncoherent modulation is very robust against linear and nonlinear channel distortions. More importantly, the demodulation process can be carried out without any channel estimator at the receiver side. In this work, we analyze the bit error rate performance of DCSK over multipath PLC channels in which phase, background, and impulsive noise are present. A simulator is developed to verify the performance of the proposed DCSK against direct sequence code division multiple access and direct sequence differential phase shift keying. The results presented in this work prove the advantages of this low-cost noncoherent modulation technique for PLC systems over its rivals.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
ESPITE the fact that power-line communications (PLC) have been around for more than a century, it has only recently received particular attention due to the emergence of interesting novel applications. A paradigm known as smart grids drives a fast track adoption of the PLC technology. This recent interest in smart grids stems from the imminent increase in electricity needs of our societies. To cater to such burgeoning demands, one will realize that power generation/distribution can no longer be fulfilled locally and in a static manner. In fact, our existing power grid systems are operating way below their optimal points and are inert for the lack of coordination, agility, and feedback from fields. Considering the scale of power grids in a country like the United States, where more than 9000 power generating units are pumping almost one million megawatts of electricity into more than 300 000 miles of transmission lines, adding intelligence and autonomy can hugely improve the generation, distribution, and utilization efficiency [1] . More- over, such coordination can effectively reduce maintenance and restoration costs and delays, handle peak demands, and improve security measures. An economically justifiable and smooth solution is to send data and electricity over the power line (PL) commodities concurrently. Further to the aforementioned remote sensing role, PLC can be a ubiquitous platform capable of offering high data rate access to information in most populated cities as well as remote areas on a plug-and-play basis [1] . In other words, PLC is a cheap alternative to both the digital subscriber line and the optical networking and wireless regional area networks. Notwithstanding its advantages, PLC faces several disadvantages if utilized in its current unaltered form. For the most part, the power transmission medium is not ideal to carry signals with frequencies much higher than 50-60 Hz. In fact, experimental results unveiled attenuation as high as 10-30 dB for data transmission over low-voltage lines and 100 dB for transmission over medium-and high-voltage lines. Additionally, transformers can easily filter out the carrier signal altogether. Beyond all these, interference induced from outside sources into PLs, multipath corruptions, and backpropagation of noise into the wires from loads such as switching devices and home appliances can superimpose and render the received signal completely undecodable [2] . It is important to note that the coherence time of different channel gains in a PLC system is high [2] . To tackle these shortcomings and obstacles, separate standardization working groups, such as IEEE P. 1901 and European Telecommunication Standard Institute, are currently working toward developing robust modulation schemes for PLC. Among many proposals, wideband modulation schemes such as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing and code division multiple access (CDMA) have gained prominence and been considered for possible adoption into a futuristic PLC architecture [3] .
On the other hand, three types of noise can severely hinder communication over PLs: background noise [4] , phase noise, and impulsive noise. Many communication systems assume that the background noise in PLC is an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). This is usually done to derive the analytical closed-form expression bounds of several performance metrics. Indeed, it has been experimentally verified in [5] - [7] that the latter follows the Nakagami-m distribution. The phase and impulsive noise have random but periodic natures and occur in short bursts. Impulse noise has much wider power spectral density than the background and phase noise [5] - [7] . To alleviate the impairments caused by these three noise types, chaoticbased modulation is proposed in this brief. This is motivation by the fact that chaotic signals can be generated using off-the-shelf electronic devices. Moreover, due to their high sensitivity to initial conditions, chaotic maps can generate an infinite number of signals with extremely low cross-correlation levels, at least 1549-7747 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. in theory. Owing to their favorable wideband characteristics, chaotic signals have proved to be one of the native candidates for multiuser spread-spectrum modulation schemes [8] - [10] . Moreover, several studies have addressed multiuser interference and the peak-to-average power ratio mitigation using chaos-based sequences proving that the latter outperforms exploitation of Gold sequences in multiuser spread-spectrum communication systems [11] . Among various existing chaoticbased schemes, differential chaos shift keying (DCSK) gained recent popularity [10] due to its needlessness to either synchronization or channel state information (CSI) as well as its simple noncoherent detection.
Moreover, despite the fact that detection in DCSK and differential phase shift keying (DPSK) is done noncoherently where both are needless of CSI at the receiver side [12] , [13] , DCSK is more resistant against multipath fading and nonlinear distortions. This renders it an attractive alternative for ultrawide band systems [9] , [10] , [13] .
Contributions: In this brief, we introduce DCSK as a robust and inexpensive modulation scheme for PLCs. The underpinning reason for such choice is implementation simplicity and its robustness against linear and nonlinear channel distortions. To prove this claim, DCSK performance over PL channels with multiple echoes and in the presence of background, impulsive, and phase noise is evaluated through the derivation of the closed-form analytical expression of the bit error rate (BER) and developing a system-level simulator. For validation purposes, the performance of DCSK is compared with direct sequence DPSK (DS-DPSK) and direct sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA) systems. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to analyze the performance of DCSK in PLC systems. In fact, the choice of DCSK system is because of its designation as a prominent benchmark for transmit reference noncoherent modulation class.
II. DCSK SYSTEM MODEL AND DESCRIPTION
FOR PLC CHANNELS As shown in Fig. 1 , each bit b i = {−1, +1} in the DCSK modulator is represented by a chaotic signal that is comprised of two parts: the first part is allocated to the reference symbol and the second part is allocated to the data-carrying symbol. If +1 is transmitted, the data-carrying sequence is equal to the reference sequence and if −1 is transmitted, an inverted version of the reference sequence is used as the data-carrying sequence. In the present system, T DCSK = 2T b = 2βT c is the length of the DCSK frame interval for each bit, where T c is the chiptime, β is an integer referring to the reference length, and T b is the bit duration. The bandwidth spreading factor in DCSK is defined as the ratio of the bit period T b to the chip period T c which is equal to β. During the ith bit interval, the discrete form of the baseband signal sequence at the output of the transmitter, denoted by e n,i , is given by
where x n,i is the chaotic sequence used as the reference signal and x n−β,i is its delayed version. As depicted in Fig. 2 , the channel model considered in this brief is the echo model developed for the PL channel in [14] whose impulse response is denoted by
where δ(t) is the impulse function, α l and τ l are the gain and delay of the lth path, respectively, and L is the number of existing paths. When propagating through the PL, the DCSK signal is corrupted with the impulsive and background noise. Hence, the total additive noise can be modeled as
where Y n is the total noise, w n is a complex AWGN with variance σ w = N 0 , and I n is the impulsive complex AWGN noise with variance σ I = N I . All of the components in (3) are mutually independent. In this brief, we consider the twomixture Gaussian model [3] , [15] to represent the PLC channel impulsive noise that is characterized as
where g n is a zero mean white Gaussian process and B n is a Poisson process whose probability mass function is given by [16] 
This equation describes the probability that k impulses of noise arrive within t seconds and λ represents the average occurrence rate of the impulse noise. The multiplicative model in (4) describes a process with random amplitude g n that affects each transmitted symbol independently and randomly according to the probability distribution of B n . In our model, we take into account the effect of phase noise φ n on the performance of PLC [2] by having it modeled as a Winner-Lèvy process (or random walk), which is formulated, in discrete form, according to φ n = 2π n t=0 μ(u)du [17] . In this equation, μ(u) is a zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance σ μ = N 0,μ . Putting all aforementioned factors altogether, the received signal is abstractly written as
To recover the data at the receiver, the received signal is first correlated with the complex conjugate of its delayed version. Then, the real part of this correlated output is extracted and compared to a threshold. This correlation process is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . In this analysis, it is assumed that the largest delay τ l is much shorter than the chaotic sequence duration, i.e., 0 < τ l β, which results in negligible intersymbol interference [9] , [13] . It can be verified that the aforementioned condition holds for PLC channels [14] . The decision variable at the output of the correlator, on the ith bit, would be equal to
where and * are the real-part and complex conjugate operators. Using the approximation β n=1 x n−τ l x n−τ m ≈ 0, l = m, which is valid for large reference length β, the variable D i may be further simplified as
As seen in (8), through the multiplication of the received signal with its complex conjugate replicate at the receiver, the first term C 1 becomes independent of the phase noise, making this modulation suitable for PLC applications. To generate chaotic sequences at the transmitter, the second-order Chebyshev polynomial function x n+1 = 1 − 2x 2 n is employed [18] . The variance of the normalized chaotic map with zero-mean is equal to one, i.e., Var 
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF DCSK OVER PLC CHANNELS
According to the aforementioned analysis, the net BER of the DCSK system over multipath PL channels, when impulsive and AWGN noise exist, can be written as P
where p = λT n is the probability that a bit transmitted with DCSK is affected by the impulsive noise. Here, the quantities P T b , P I b , and P b are the total BER, the BER in the presence of impulsive noise, and the BER without impulsive noise, respectively. Also, λ is the arrival rate, and T n is the duration of the impulsive noise. To derive an expression for P I b , the mean and the variance of the decision variable given in (8) are needed. One should note that the signal components of the decision variable in (8) are independent as the channel gains, the chaotic sequences, and the noise components are all statistically independent. In addition, the chaotic sequence is independent of the noise components. As such, for the ith bit, the mean of the decision variable is the expectation of the useful signal, namely, its first component C 1 . Thus
where
] is the energy of the transmitted DCSK bit. It can be readily seen from (9) that the recovered useful energy is independent from the phase noise φ(t), which makes this modulation robust to phase noise interference. To derive the variance of D i , we take advantage of the fact that, for statistically independent terms in (8), the variance of their sum is equal to the sum of individual term's variances. Having this in mind, since Y n and the chaotic signal in (8) are uncorrelated, the variance of C 2 would be equal to
where the simplification is due to the fact E[cos(φ i ) 2 ] = 0.5. By analogy, the third component in (8) has the same variance
Eventually, Var [C 4 ] is obtained as
Summing up the terms in (10)- (12) results in the variance of D i as
Since bit energies (or chaotic chips) are deterministic variables, by virtue of the central limit theorem, the decision variable at the output of the correlator can be approximated by a Gaussian > 0|b i = −1) ), the expression for BER becomes
where erfc(x) is the complementary error function defined as
For large reference length β, the transmitted bit energy E b can be considered constant for all transmitted bits. On the other hand, when the reference length is short, the energy variation must be taken into account [18] . We adopt a constant bit energy for large values of β. By plugging (9) and (13) into (14), the BER for the DCSK over multipath channels, and in the presence of impulsive and AWGN noise, boils down to
By substituting N I = 0, the BER at the absence of impulsive noise, i.e., P b , is attained as
Finally, by plugging (15) and (16) 
where p = T n λ is the impulsive noise occurrence probability.
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to validate the accuracy of the total BER expression P T b obtained in the previous section and to compare the performance of DCSK to DS-CDMA and DS-DPSK systems, a simulation model was developed. Table I lists Fig. 3(a) shows the BER of a DCSK modulator transmitting over a multipath channel, with and without the phase and impulsive noise, for β = 50 and E b /N I = 7 dB. Simulation results perfectly match the analytical expression derived for P T b for different values of impulsive noise occurrence probability p. Despite having a simple receiver design, DCSK is able to neutralize the effect of phase noise and compensate for the channel impairments. Note that a floor BER is observed for any 0 < p ≤ 1. This is due to the superposition of both interference and impulsive noise. In the next experiment, the performance of DCSK is compared to coherent and noncoherent spread spectrum systems. To that end, the conventional DS-CDMA and DS-DPSK systems are simulated. All three modulators transmit an identical data sequence over the same channel, with the characteristics described in Table I . For DS-CDMA and DS-DPSK transmissions, Gold sequences are used to spread the data. The DS-CDMA receiver is equipped with a channel estimator that estimates the channel gain as well as the phase noise φ. This channel estimation is erroneous due to the presence of noise in the PL channel. We plot the performance of the DS-CDMA system with and without a RAKE receiver. When the RAKE receiver is used, the system exploits the diversity gained due to multipath but at the price of higher receiver complexity. On the other hand, the DCSK system is equipped with a much simpler receiver exhibiting high robustness to multipath and phase noise. In order to have a fair comparison between these three systems, the DS-DPSK receiver does not use a RAKE receiver. In this probe, we set the impulsive noise occurrence probability to p = 0.05, and we maintain the variance of the phase noise as unity, i.e., N 0,μ = 1, for the duration of four symbols. Since the DS-CDMA estimator is not perfect, the estimations of the channel gains and phase noise at the DS-CDMA receiver are done with error. Such an error is modeled aŝ
where 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 is the correlation factor and ε(t) is a Gaussian random variable with zero-mean and unit variance representing the estimation error. When ρ = 1, the DS-CDMA receiver estimates the channel and the phase noise parameters perfectly. When ρ = 0, the receiver totally fails to correctly estimate the aforementioned quantities. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 3(b) . As expected, DS-CDMA with perfect channel estimation, i.e., ρ = 1, has a superior performance over DCSK. This is owing to the fact that the DS-CDMA is equipped with a more complicated coherent receiver. In reality, the complexity in the structure of coherent CDMA receivers is the price that should be paid for a boost in performance. Since one of the prime objectives of the PLC paradigm is to have inexpensive receivers with robust performance, the expensive and complex DS-CDMA fails to stand out as a suitable choice. Nevertheless, as observed in Fig. 3(b) , DCSK offers a better performance in comparison to DS-CDMA for ρ = 0.4 and ρ = 0.6. On the other hand, DPSK shows a very weak resistance against phase noise and multipath interference. In fact, while DCSK offers a similar performance until E b /N 0 = 7 dB, it outperforms DPSK for higher E b /N 0 values. Based on the obtained results, we believe that DCSK can be suitable for PLC applications. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this brief, we have proposed a DCSK system as a potential candidate for PLC applications. The performance of the DCSK system was analyzed over the PL channel with multiple echoes and in the presence of background, impulsive, and phase noise. A closed-form BER expression was derived and computer simulations were carried out to confirm the accuracy of this analytical finding. Our results indicate that the proposed system outperforms DS-DPSK. When the channel estimation is erroneous, DCSK is superior to DS-CDMA too. For a perfect channel estimation, DS-CDMA provides a better performance at the expense of more complicated receiver design. Motivated by these facts, the DCSK system is introduced as a potential low-cost robust modulation scheme for future PLC applications.
